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Minutes of AAGFO Board Meeting
August 24, 2016
Pinnacle Hotel, Vancouver, BC
Attending: Wendell Foltz, Elaine

senior class awards which include a 3
Neal, Marc Tollefson, Barry Evans,
year online subscription to the Journal
Tim Carlson, Bruce Small, David
of Operative Dentistry. Every year
Bridgeman, Susanne Grennell, David less and less schools give out this
Thorburn, Robbie Bridgeman, Tim
award since gold foil is no longer
Carlson, Rick Nash, Dick Tucker,
taught. In regard to our life members,
Scott Barrett, Clyde Roggenkamp and I try to keep up on their numbers, but
Dan Henry. President Wendell Foltz
often times they pass away without
called the meeting to order at 2.10pm. any notice to us.

Minutes of Previous Board
Meeting: It was moved and

Treasurer Report: Barry Evans

reported. Our Academy is in very
sound financial condition. The
seconded to accept the previous
Academy has a total of 101 active and
minutes of our Council Meeting last
February in the Drake Hotel, Chicago, associate members. There has been
a net gain of 6 members over last
IL. 2016.
year. There is 1 new member
Secretary Report: Marc Tollefson application to be acted upon by the
reported. Since our last meeting there membership at this meeting.14
members have not paid their dues at
has been no correspondence except
this time. There are also 3 of those
from a dentist in Texas who has
members who have not paid dues in
generously given the academy most
the past 2 years. One last attempt will
of this old gold foil hand instruments.
be made to collect them before the
President Foltz has received them
October new statements are sent out.
and will be using them when
No members have been dropped
since our last meeting and we had
instructing the Indian dentists in their
only one deceased member, Dr.
foil technique. So far this year the
Richard V. Tucker.
academy has given out 15 AAGFO

Financial Summary:
Beginning Balance October 18, 2015

$70,257.74

Bank Balance August 21, 2016

$72,154.12

(Includes all 3 accounts: checking, savings, and wire
transfer.)
JOD Liability Acct.
Income $5560.00

Expense $5560.00

2016 Annual Meeting Reports:
Scientific Session: Susanne Grennell reported. All
the speakers have been lined up and agreed to
present at our meeting—Margaret Webb and Dick
Tucker will speak on gold foil. In addition to this we
have presentations on stem cell research by Dr.
Ravissa Waguy, patient perspective by Dr. Mark
Anagnostopulos, restorative materials by Dr. Dan
Chan and Dr. Brad McPhee on dental photographic
techniques. On Saturday Drs. Johnson and Foltz sill
give us a review of their trip to India and their interest
in an Indian component to our AAGFO.

annual one, considering our present attendance. The
subject of combined meetings with the Tucker
Academy was also discussed as a possibility.

Nominating Committee: Marc Tollefson reported.
Considerable difficulty was confronted as no one
contacted would commit to being our new councilor.
Alan Rauch has been inactive as councilor and will
probably be need replacement. Our new Indian
members were mentioned as possibilities. Dick
Tucker was nominated and accepted as our new
councilor to fill our need on the council.

Constitution and Bylaws: Barry Evans reported.
It was mentioned that the literature committee should
be eliminated since no reports have been received in
years. Dr. Evans will work on various by-laws
changes in regard to our Indian Component section.

Inter-Academy Liaison: Wendell Foltz spoke.

Warren Johnson and Wendell Foltz traveled to India
and gave a course in foil to the newly formed Indian
Academy of Gold Foil Operators. A memorandum of
agreement between the AAGFO and the Indian Gold
Clinical Session: Wendell Foltz reported. Because of Foil Academy was also presented and signed to bond
the association between our 2 academies. The entire
Canadian regulations it is very difficult to obtain
permission and coverage for patient operations at this agreement was then read to the council. The council
then voted to accept this memorandum entirely.
meeting. Therefore, only 2 live patients operations
Anyone wanting a copy of this memorandum can
are scheduled and 10 dental student operators will
operate on dentoforms with ivorine teeth assisted by email Dr. Foltz. Various changes to our bylaws
concerning details of this bond need to be addressed
members or our academy. Dr. Small will record the
as well as categories of membership between these
photographs of these operations. Drs. Nash and
Roggenkamp will man the table clinic demonstration. two. Scott Barrett reminded everyone that application
forms for AAGFO membership is on our webpage
Dr. Foltz stressed the need to maximize the
aagfo.org. The membership application fee for Indian
participation of all dental students in our future
members ($50) will be waived per council vote.
meetings since this year’s response was so great.
Meeting Planner. Elaine Neal reported. 26 members
have signed up to attend this year’s annual meeting.
16 guests and 40 students have also signed up. We
will incur a $6,000 deficit. Since the Tucker meeting
was so close to ours, a lot of members could not
attend both.

2017 Annual Meeting Planning: David
Bridgeman spoke. Morgantown, West Virginia is
our hoped for location. The dates will depend on their
football schedule in October. Robbie Bridgeman
mentioned Iceland as a possible location for one of
our future meetings. Scott Barrett brought forth the
thought of a possible biannual meeting instead of our

Distinguished Member: Wendell Foltz spoke.
This year’s recipient is Dr. Timothy Carlson. Next
year’s candidate has not yet been chosen.

Outstanding Clinician: Susanne Grennell
reported. This year’s candidate was chosen but they
refused it.

Report of the Journal: Tim Carlson reported: 71
subscriptions were sent to AAGFO members. 89
members are members of more than once academy
and will be reimbursed for their double payments.
The new subscription JOD rate is now 85 dollars
across the board.

Web Page Report: Scott Barrett reported. There
is nothing to report at this time.

Gold Leaf: Scott Barrett reported. Our next issue
will probably be published in the first quarter of 2017
once the exact annual meeting dates have been
established.

Old Business: Wendell Foltz reported. Two
hundred dollars was allowed and spent for a new
gavel for the Indian Foil Academy.
AOD Table Clinic Assignments. 2016—Rick Nash;
2017—Al LaPorta
Long Range Organization Outcomes: No report at
this time.

The topic of a reduced fee for life members at our
annual meeting was discussed. A new membership
roster was discussed since our last one was
2008-2010. Bob Keene published that one. Wendell
Foltz spoke about the current complexity of our
continuing education process as well as our annual
meeting programs. Bruce Small moved that the
continuing education be handled by the AAGFO
scientific chairman and the JOD be relieved of these
duties from 2017 onward. The motion passed
unopposed.

Adjourned: 5:24 pm
Total time: 3hrs. 14 min.

New Business: Susanne Grennell spoke. She

Submitted by

needs an earlier time for our meeting in February 22,
2017 in Chicago. A time of 12:30 pm was requested.

Marc Tollefson
AAFGO Secretary

PRESIDENT DR. SUSANNE GRENNELL
Greetings to All
Janet Zinter had asked me to come onto the AAGFO counsel and
I had agreed. I feel loyal to this academy as well as to Janet; after
all, Janet and I were “bonded” through foil. We had met at the weeklong foil course in Vancouver with Dick Tucker and Dave Thorburn.
We did another long weekend course with Dave a few years later,
and we are together in study club.
I had not even attended an executive meeting when I was asked
by the president, Dan Henry, if I would move up into the position of
President-Elect. Two positions had unfortunately been vacated and I was next in line. Of course I agreed.
But within the month my life changed. It has been a bit of a roller coaster journey for me these past two
years. On July 24, 2015 my torch exploded while I was casting gold. I guess I was too stunned to back out
and not take on the job. I didn't do anything except recover for the next six months. I've got to say I was the
recipient of a multiple of miracles. First of all, I got the best medications and very quickly, so that the burn to
my face and hands did not scar. The contusions from being thrown back healed in due course. But the
concussion left me unable to plan. About six months after the accident I began to come to and then I
panicked. The next miracle was that I had an enormous amount of help getting great speakers lined up. And
they all came with fabulous presentations. Many thanks to all of them!
I'm also grateful for the indulgence and kindness of the executive board, especially the president, Wendell
Foltz. I was pretty poor with responding. I am also grateful to Al LaPorta who willingly took my vacated place
on council, despite his very busy schedule. It has been a delight having mini executive council meetings at
study club with Al, our vice-president, and our mentor Bruce Small, our president elect.
Many thanks to Wendell for firming up the commitment to gold foil and AAGFO from those in India. He
and Warren Johnson made the long trip to there to help out with instructing our new members in foil. He
went again this past January-February and was something of “leader-of-the-pack” showing the rest of us the
"ropes" around India. The “pack” was Barry Evans, Tim Carlson, Elaine Neal, Tasha Bollerman, and May
Chang, who came along to help even though not an AAGFO member. We brought along many beautiful and
valuable gifts for our hosts donated by quite a number of our members. All of us, guests, hosts, and
participants, had a grand and informative time. I encourage all to go! It was a beautiful experience.
A pressing issue has been going on for quite a number of years--will AAGFO survive? A consideration
was to fuse the ARVTSC & AAGFO annual meetings. There is now another avenue to pursue, one which
has been tried to some degree over the past ten years. This avenue is to involve young dentists and dental
students. It has met with success and they have shown interest. These two groups have responded
energetically to the hands-on table clinic at the AOD and annual meetings. Hats off to Rick Nash and all the
others who have made this happen. We have been aiming to locate our annual meetings at dental schools
willing to let the students participate. The response has been encouraging. There is also an effort to invite
local dentists to observe the clinical operations and sit in on the lectures.

This new approach is a paradigm shift for us. Exposing students, new grads, faculty, and any interested
local dentists needs examining in order to know better how to engage them sufficiently so they might use foil
in their practices. Learning to use foil, as we all know, is not quick and easy. Fred Eichmiller is writing up a
survey so that we might know better how to advance foil and how to encourage those who have an interest.
We also may need some discussion on finances to help defray costs to come to our meeting for those
strapped with heavy student debts and other financial constraints. Additionally, we need to consider a course
on foil much like what had been given in Vancouver in years past.
Another thrust is toward renewing the roster. It is very outdated. If anyone is moving or changing email,
please contact Barry Evans, Marc Tollefson, and Scott Barrett. I particularly want to thank those who do a
resounding job year after year: Meeting Planner, Elaine Neal; Secretary, Marc Tollefson; Treasurer, Barry
Evans; Website and Gold Leaf Editor, Scott Barrett.
I look in awe at the past presidents listed on the box that holds the presidential mallet. I look at the council
members coming up, and again, I'm struck with awe. I look at the membership--all of you--and I am so
impressed. This is a very exciting group, a noble group. Thank you to all of you who inspire selflessness,
classic dentistry, and excellence. I have high hopes this academy will not only survive but thrive. We may
always be small but nonetheless we are a strong force. This august academy is an inspiration to me. It is a
privilege and honor to serve as president.

It's Time to Register
Please join us for the Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Gold Foil Operators
October 4 - 7, 2017
Morgantown, West Virginia
West Virginia University School of Dentistry
Morgantown is an amazing little city nestled in the Appalachian Mountains whose history has been shaped
by the Monongahela River, its natural resources, and the land-grant university system of the 1860's.
The meeting is headquarted at the Holiday Inn Moorgantown-University Area,. It's a new facility right on the
WVU campus. Registration and hotel information can be found on the Academy Website;
(www.AAGFO.org).
PROGRAM
Wednesday 10/04: Registration
Executive Council Meeting
Evening Reception
Thursday 10/05:

WVU School of Dentistry Clinical session
Lunch followed by Clinical Review
Spouses and Guests: Morgantown Glass Museum
Lunch at the Tea Shoppe
Morgantown Flea and Antique Market

Friday 10/06:

Dan Henry - The Restorative Cycle: How to Think Strategically
Clyde Roggenkamp: A Concept of Active Caries Resistance
Spouses and Guests: Art Museum of West Virginia University
Forks of Cheat Winery and Distillery (All Attendees)

Saturday 10/07:

Dick Tucker & Dave Thorburn: A Day at the Movies, 3 Decades of Movies on
Gold Foil From Some of Our "Masters"
Prabhakr Joseph: World Gold Restoration Summit Update
Dan Saucy: Wine Wisdom
Spouses and Guests: Morgantown Farmers Market
Saturday Night Gala: Bluegrass Theme

2016 Distinguished Member
Dr. Tim Carlson

Tim was born in Staten Island, but moved to the
Midwest when he was 4. He grew up mostly in small
towns, Stromsburg, Nebraska pop 1200 through
elementary, and Essex Iowa, pop 850 through Junior
in HS. Tim's dad was a pastor, so they moved every
5-8 years. He went to his senior year of HS in South
Bend, Indiana, pop 100,000, so that was a big jump
and quite exciting for a teenager. From there he
attended North Park University in Chicago where he
met a cute nursing student and they were married
after her graduation. Tim attended Indiana University
School of Dentistry for both his DDS and MSD in
Operative Dentistry degrees. The family lived very
frugally in a mobile home during dental school, so
Ann was able to support both of them and pay for
Tim's education while working as a nurse.
After graduating in 1978, with High Distinction from
the Indiana University School of Dentistry, including
nearly a clean sweep of the student awards, Tim and
Ann left for a two year mission to Haiti.
Upon their return, Mel Lund and Mike Cochran
offered him a teaching position in 1980. During the
subsequent years, Mike and Tim would share an
office together. As typical of dental students, they
would frequent their offices with questions and
concerns. As a team, they developed the habit of
completing each other's sentences. Many times the
students didn't know who they were talking to, but
Mike says he was always the better looking
responder.
Tim is now a full tenured professor at IUSD with joint
appointments in the Department of Comprehensive
Care and General Dentistry and the Department of
Cariology.In his 36 years of teaching, he has had
significant influence on over 4000 dental students.
He is an active clinician and has practiced one day

per week for 33 years.
The missions to Haiti continue and Tim serves as the
director of the IUSD International Dental Service
Learning Program. Under his supervision the dental
students also provide care in Ecuador, Mexico,
Guatemala, Kenya and the Lakota Indian Tribe in
South Dakota.
He also serves as the managing editor of the journal,
Operative Dentistry. He has held this position for 17
years.
Tim was inducted into our academy in 1983. He was
the second to receive the Outstanding Clinician
Award in 1990. He served as our president in 2000.
Of all the academies that he is involved in, the one
he greatly enjoys is our own AAGFO. He states, “We
share great friends and work alongside the best
technical clinicians in the world”.
He is a member of the ADA, Indiana Dental
Association and the Indianapolis District Dental
Society. In addition, according to Mel Lund, Tim
holds membership in a number of the other usual
and unusual dental organizations both nationally and
internationally. He is fluent in Creole and enjoys
being a “funster and punster”, handyman and
computer “guru”.
The AAGFO DM Award will be added to the many
others that Tim has received, including the Indiana
Dental Association Outstanding Faculty Member
Award, the IUSD Trustees Teaching Award and the
ADA Certificate of Recognition for Meritorious
Service for Volunteer International Service.
Of all the decisions he's made including following
Christ, he said his best one was asking Ann to marry
him. She has been his lifetime partner for 41 years.
Being a nurse, I'm sure, has been quite helpful on all

I know that you're all thinking that Tim goes quietly
through life serving Christ, dentistry and others in his
soft spoken, mild mannered way. But I must tell you
that Tim has another (darker) side. All you have to
do is put him behind the wheel of a go kart or the
stick of a jet fighter simulator and the “animal” comes
out. But to no surprise, he excels and distinguishes
himself in these areas, too.
On weekends, Tim enjoys riding motorcycles with
friends and driving with Ann in their Mazda Miata
convertible. They put the top down, turn up the heat
or AC and disregard the weather. They even drive in
the rain staying above 30 mph and avoiding stop
signs. They love to travel both in and out of the US.

But lately their travels take them to Minneapolis to
see the grandkids.
I would be remiss without mentioning one other
mentor and dear friend, Ron Harris. Mike, Mel, Ron
and Tim have had many adventures in teaching and
continue to enjoy a long lasting friendship. He now
joins them as our 2016 American Academy of Gold
Foil Operators Distinguished Member.
Congratulations Tim or as they say in Creole,
Konpliman and byen fe (well done).
Rick Nash

In January several of our members traveled to Chennai, India to participate in the IAGFO's World Gold
Restoration Summit. From all accounts the trip was a success.
President Susanne Grennell presented Prabhakar Joseph, Founder and President of the IAGFO, with two
custom gold foil boxes and handmade mallets. The boxes were made by Scott Barrett and Wendell Foltz
made the mallets. To get the new group started gold was generously provided by David Bridgeman, Tasha
Bollerman, Barry Evans, Richk Nash, Dan Saucy, and Dick Tucker. As you can imagine the gift of the
boxes, mallets, and gold was greatly appreciated. The next Summit is in the planning stages and
information will be forth coming.

Clinic Day at University British Columbia
School of Dentistry
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